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Abstract:  Copyright Protection has long been an issue in Thailand for sometimes. Recently, controversies lied in 
broadcasting area due to the rule called ‘Must Have’ rule which hurt the principle of copyright protection by deceiving the 
right of copyright owner and copyright holder on their works . Though such rule was created in order to make available of 
the important program to be reached by all people, the rule itself must not favor public rather than private interest. Therefore,  
this research aimed to analyze the effect of ‘Must Have’ rule on Copyright Protection in order to find solution that balance 
public and private interest in broadcasting work. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In Thailand, issues regarding intellectual property had 
long been an undissolved problem. At international 
level, the country is broadly criticized that the 
applicable law are not seriously be enforced.From 
2007 to present, Thailandis under Priority Watch List 
of Office of the United States Trade Representative 
(USTR) (MGR Online, 2012). The organization 
claims that protocol with regards to copyright 
protection under Thai Law has not yet reached typical 
standard (PPTV,2017)  . Recently, the controversies 
occurred in Television Broadcasting area where the 
premium content such as lives sport competition was 
included.  
 
Started in 2012, copyright law played a vital role over 
the conflicts between consumers and GMM Z, the 
company who hold broadcasting license on the event 
called 2012 UEFA European Championship (EURO 
2012), the 14th European Championship for men's 
national football teams organized by  Union of 
European Football Associations (UEFA). While 
consumers expected to watch live EURO 2012 on 
Free TV like it used to be, GMMz claimed that 
UEFA allowed the company to broadcast the event 
through particular platforms indicating in licensing 
agreement. On the fact that GMMz tried to protect its 
right under copyright law, the pressure came to the 
company in many ways. Other than aggressive 
requirement from consumers, media governingbody, 
National Broadcasting and Telecommunications 
Commission (NBTC), tended to favor public demand 
by enacting the rule called ‘Must Carry’ specifying 
that every program on Free TV including copyrighted 
program must be available in all platform leaving the 
principle of exclusive right behind (Kapook,2012). 
That was when the struggle between social preference 
and copyright protection began.  
 
Two years later, the encounter was in argument again 
in different event. RS Promotion (RS) who hold the 

right to broadcast ofthe 2014 FIFA World Cup 
Final(Final World Cup), an  
international associationfootball competition 
established in 1930. It is contested by the men's 
national teamsof the members 
of FédérationInternationale de Football 
Association (FIFA), the sport's global governing 
body.The company  claimed that under the licensing 
agreement, RS authorized to manage the program on 
its privilege. However, after the EURO 2012 incident, 
NBTC also delivered another legal instrument called 
‘Must Have’ rule providing the lists of program 
including Final World Cup that must be broadcasted 
only via Free TV. Subsequently, RS decided to file 
case against NBTC. Though administrative court 
upheldthe righteousness of RS as an authorized 
licensee, the virtueof Must Have Rules is still in 
effect (ASTV,2014). 
The interpretation of ‘Must Have’ rule by supreme 
administrative court confirmed the perception of 
governing body whichtends to take public interest 
into account rather than benefit of private sector. It 
could be said that the decisionmeant to approve the 
legitimacy of ‘Must Have’ rule over Protection under 
Copyright Law which strengthened the legal situation 
with regards to copyright protection in both national 
and international level(Thida, 2015). 
 
In order to make a right balance between public view 
and benefits of copyright holder, this research aimed 
to study the problem of interpretation and legitimacy 
of ‘Must Have’ rule and its impacts on copyright 
protection under binding copyright legislation in 
Thailand which tend to set out the right balance 
between  public and private sector.  
The objectives of this research are as follows: (1.) to 
indicate the effects of ‘Must Have’ rule on Copyright 
Protection Priciple (2.) to reassess the interpretation 
and legitimacy of ‘Must Have’ rule under supreme 
administrative court decision (2.) to indic (3.) to 
suggest the possible solution in order to set out the 
right balance between public and private sector. 
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II. DETAILS EXPERIMENTAL  
 
2.1. Literature Reviews 
2.1.1. Concept of Copyright Protection of 
broadcasting work at international level Broadcasting 
is one of neighboring right which is protected under 
copyright law. At international level, the Agreement 
on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 
Rights (TRIPs) is one of the most important 
international agreements that establish principle 
regarding intellectual property including copyright. 
Basically, TRIPs provide authorization for copyright 
holder to prohibit others to use the copyrighted work 
without permission 
 
In TRIPs, the right of copyright holder is ‘economic 
right’ permitting the holder to gain benefit from 
copyrighted work. Additionally, such right is claimed 
as ‘exclusive right’. That means only holder has 
permission to make used of copyrighted work (which 
includes broadcasting work) as stated bellows: 
“Article14 of TRIPs:  Protection of Performers, 
Producers of Phonograms (Sound Recordings) and 
Broadcasting Organizations …. 
 
Broadcasting organizations shall have the  right to 
prohibit the following acts when undertaken without 
their authorization: the fixation, the reproduction of 
fixations, and the rebroadcasting by wireless means 
of broadcasts, as well as the communication to the 
public of television broadcasts of the same. Where 
Members do not grant such rights to broadcasting 
organizations, they shall provide owners of copyright 
in the subject matter of broadcasts with the possibility 
of preventing the above acts, subject to the provisions 
of the Berne Convention (1971). …” 
 
However, in order to prevent monopoly in 
copyrighted works, Article. 13 of TRIPs agreement 
also provides exception called ‘Fair Use’ as indicated 
below:  
 
 “Article13 of TRIPs: Limitations and Exceptions 
  
Members shall confine limitations or exceptions to 
exclusive rights to certain special cases which do not 
conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and 
do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests 
of the right holder.” 
 
Based on interpretation of World Trade Organization 
(WTO) committee on Limitation and Exception under 
Article 13, the article consists of 3 parts.First is the 
‘Fair Use’ principle shall apply to certain special case 
with affirmed boundaries. Second is the ‘Fair Use’ 
principle shall not conflict with a normal exploitation 
of work such as to significantly decrease commercial 
advantage of copyright owner.Third is the ‘Fair Use’ 
principle shall not limit both economic and other 
benefits of the owner. Additionally, the application of 

such principle shall be reasonable and authorized by 
the law(Tamtawan,2013, p.19). 
2.1.2 Concept of Copyright Protection of 
broadcasting work at national level 
In Thailand, legislation related to Copyright is 
Copyright Act 1994 hereinafter Copyright Law. It 
provided protection of Copyright work including 
broadcasting work as follows:  
 
“Section15. Subject to Section 9, Section 10 and 
Section 14, the owner of copyright has the exclusive 
rights of: 
1) reproduction or adaptation; 
2) communication to public; 
3) letting for hire of the original or the copies of a 

computer program, an audiovisual work, a 
cinematographic work and a sound recording; 

4) giving benefits accruing from the copyright to 
other persons; 

5) licensing the rights mentioned in (1), (2) or (3) 
with or without conditions, provided that the said 
conditions shall not unfairly restrict the 
competition. 

 
Whether the conditions as mentioned in sub-section 
(5) of paragraph one are unfair restrictions of 
competition or not shall be considered in accordance 
with the rules, methods and conditions set forth in the 
Ministerial Regulation.” 
 
“Section29. Any of the following acts against a 
sound and video broadcasting copyrightable by virtue 
of this Act without authorization in accordance with 
Section 15(5) is deemed an infringement of 
copyright: 
 
(1) making an audiovisual work, a cinematographic 

work, a sound recording or a sound and video 
broadcasting work whether in whole or in part; 

(2) rebroadcasting whether in whole or in part; 
(3) making a sound and video broadcasting work to 

be heard or seen in public by charging money or 
other commercial benefits.” 

 
The sections mentioned above, it can be implied that 
only copyright owner can reproduce the work by 
making a record or rebroadcasting. Other than that, 
copyright owner is able to adapt the work, 
communicate to public, give benefits to other, and to 
authorize a license to others. 
 
Like indicated in TRIPs, Copyright Law also 
possesses ‘Fair Use’ principle as stated follows: 
Subject to the provision of paragraph one, any act 
against the copyright work in paragraph one shall not 
be deemed an infringement of copyright provided that 
the act is each of the followings:  “1. research or 
study of the work which is not for profit; 2. use for 
personal benefit or for the benefit of himself and 
other family members or close relatives; 3. comment, 
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criticism or introduction of the work with an 
acknowledgement of the ownership of copyright in 
such work; 4. reporting of the news through mass-
media with an acknowledgement of the ownership of 
copyright in such work; 5. reproduction, adaptation, 
exhibition or display for the benefit of judicial 
proceedings or administrative proceedings by 
authorized officials or for reporting the result of such 
proceedings; 6. reproduction, adaptation, exhibition 
or display by a teacher for the benefit of his teaching 
provided that the act is not for profit; 7. reproduction, 
adaptation in part of a work or abridgement or 
making a summary by a teacher or an educational 
institution so as to distribute or sell to students in a 
class or in an educational institution provided that the 
act is not for profit; 8. use of the work as part of 
questions and answers in an examination.” 
 
2.1.3 Concept of ‘Must Have’ Rule 
‘Must Have’ rule indicated lists of program that must 
be broadcasted on ‘Free TV’.  The objective of this 
rule is to provide particular program available on TV 
for public in every platform as expressed in Table1. 
 
No. Programs 

  South-East Asian Games, SEA Games 
  ASEAN Para Games 
  Asian Games 
  Asian Para Games 
  Olympics Games 
  Paralympic Games 
  FIFA World Cup Final  

Table1: List of Important Programs and Related to National 
Welfares 

 
2.2. Research Methodology 
This study was conducted by qualitative approach. 
Researcher gathered data from various documents 
such as articles, journals, books, thesis related to 
copyright protection both at national and international 
level. Mainly, subject of study is international and 
national legislation which are TRIPs agreement, Thai 
Copyright Act 1994, and Must Have rule. Moreover, 
supreme administrative court’s decision no.  
215/2557 was analyzed. 
 
 III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1. Analysis of ‘Must Have’ rule on Copyright 
Protection 
Though ‘Must Have’ rule was created in order to 
make particular programs available to public and 
guarantee right to attain Television services with high 
quality. Still, the nature of this rule was against the 
main principle of Copyright Protection as follows;  
Noticeably, the programs listed on appendix of ‘Must 
Have’ rule are not belong to Thai agency, 
government, or even related to public interest. Most 
of them are not failed under Thai legislative control. 
In case of forcing such programs to broadcast on Free 

TV, it firmly against the principle of ‘Exclusive 
Right’ which means only copyright holders can take 
control on their works. 
In addition, there were no remedies or compensation 
clause if following the applicable law is the cause of 
contract breaching.  
Last but not least, due to the hierarchy of laws, ‘Must 
Have’ rule cannot limit the right under Copyright 
Law which was at higher level.  
 
3.2. The legitimacy and interpretation of ‘Must 
Have’ rule under administrative court decision 
with regards to Copyright Law 
Regarding ‘Must Have’ rule and Copyright Law, the 
most recent case which administrative court deliver 
decision related to the legitimacy and interpretation 
of ‘Must Have’ rule. 
 
In the case no. 215/2557, RS claimed that as an 
authorized licensee in the event of World Cup 2014. 
The company had reasonable doubt regarding the 
legitimacy of the rule which forced the company to 
make the event available on Free TV. Such action 
deceived the principle of ‘exclusive right’ and 
‘economic right’ which are vital character of 
copyright protection. In this case, supreme 
administrative court held that such rule did not limit 
the right of copyright owner or copyright owner but 
‘Must Have’ rule controlled the method of 
broadcasting. Therefore, copyright owner or 
copyright holder still gain benefits from broadcasting 
works (World Cup event). With this ruling, it was 
clear that the court interpret such rule in favor of 
public interest rather than private profits. However, it 
also indicated that remedies measure should be 
considered in order to compensate damages occurred 
by the rule.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
‘Must Have’ rules and the principle of copyright 
protection were studied and major conclusions are as 
follows: 
 
1) The nature of the ‘Must Have’ rule itself seemed 

to contrast with principle of copyright protection 
by deceiving the right of copyright owner and 
copyright holder to manage their works on their 
own preference. Though supreme administrative 
court’s decision stated that  the rule meant to 
control broadcasting scheme of particular events 
lists on the appendix, it still implied that 
copyright owner and copyright holder (RS) could 
not control the use of their work as an exclusive 
right which against the basic principle of 
copyright protection in both international and 
national standards. 

2) Therefore, consideration in amending ‘Must 
Have’ rule is needed. Crucially, the rule should 
take the principle of copyright in to account and 
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estimate the right balance between public and 
private interest. 
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